
 
THE DRAIN OF THE AGORA 
 
The Ancient Market of Argos - Agora - was founded in the foothill of Larissa 
into a natural basin, where flowed the rainwater. Prerequisite for the formation 
of this public area was the channelling of the waters which was faced with the 
construction of a drain pipe for the flow of rainwater. Initial drain pipe (EA) of 
the late archaic period (at the end of 6th century BC) was open, had 
orientation NW towards SE, width more than 4 m. and depth 1.30 to 1.50 m. 
and it was constituted the eastern limit of the Agora. During 4th century BC it 
was replaced by a closed conduit (E) that had three parallel drains with 
porous partitions and a covering with limestone slabs. After one triangular 
open collector its course became parallel with the eastern side of the 
Southern Gallery and then it was bent to western, south of the Building P. In 
this point it had a rectangular well (EL) that it had been constructed in the 
base of one imposing terrace. The covering of the drain gave the possibility of 
extension of the Dromos (S) and of the beneficial public space in easterly. 
 
 
THE AREA OF THE NORTHERN GALLERY  
 
During 4th century BC was founded in the northern part of the Agora a gallery 
(K) with orientation SW-NE and facade to the south. This building that 
obviously accommodated workshops was destroyed by fire and it was 
replaced in the 1st century AD. by an imposing building (KR) with commercial 
and craft-based character. In contact with the gallery it was built, rather in the 
4th century BC, a construction in the form of a horseshoe arc (O) with 
diameter of 28 m. This platform that is named also Theatre of the Agora 
consisted of two limestone steps, in which could seat up to 80 persons. In its 
centre existed a base with an altar that is dated in 450-400 BC. It has been 
supposed that this area was used for public meetings and rites. At the end of 
2nd century AD. the horseshoe construction was converted in cistern. 
 
 
THE ROMAN DISTRICT  
 
The wider region, of 26 hectares extent roughly, that is enclosed by Archaias 
Voulis, Messinias-Arkadias (former Atreos) and Bousoulopoulou streets was 
expropriated progressively by the Ministry of Culture with the view to be 
created an archaeological park and to be unified with the archaeological sites 
of the Agora and theTheatre. As it is proved by excavation research the 
region was inhabited continuously from Early Helladic period (3rd millennium 
BC) until the later Byzantine times. However the main architectural remains 
that is today visible belongs in the Roman period (1st to 3rd century AD.), 
when along a paved road with orientation NW-SE, that led outside the city 
walls to Temenion, was developed a district with organised urban plan. 
Luxurious residences that they obviously belonged to distinguished members 
of society covered with big density this region which was in the direct vicinity 
of the more important centre of public life, the Agora and the Theatre. In the 
first Christian times was founded here a cemetery church. 



 
THE THOLOS. THE NYMPHAEUM OF THE MARKET  
 
Within the framework of a wider program of reorganisation of the Agora during 
1st century AD., it is founded in the north of Dromos (S) a circular building (R) 
that it includes and uses the underground crypt of an older building. Tholos is 
raised on a podium, (16.04 X 15.91 m.), and is surrounded by 8 Corinthian 
columns. Its upper part is particularly luxurious, as it is constituted entire by 
marble, from the floor to the roof. A central staircase in the northern side leads 
to the interior of Tholos and to the crypt, which is perhaps identified with one 
of the four sacred wells that Strabo refers in Argos. At the end of the 2nd 
century AD., the staircase loses its initial function and the building is 
converted in simple Nymphaeum. An inscription in its external frieze is 
referred in its use. This monumental fountain that is depicted in coins of the 
Roman emperor Antoninus Pius (137-161 AD., should be destroyed 
completely during Slavian raid in the 6th century AD. 
 
 
ΤΗΕ MONUMENT (D) 
 
In the north of Dromos (S) was founded in the Hellenistic period (2nd century 
BC) a monumental pedestal (3.65 X 2.10 m.). It had its facade in the narrow 
eastern side, while round the other three sides had been placed a barrier. Its 
place, between other monuments and statues, but also its construction 
implies that it was a very important monument for Argives. Above its ruins it 
was founded during late antiquity (3rd century AD.) a small temple (11.25 X 
6.10 m.). It had the form of “treasures” with pronaos and cella and its facade 
was found in eastern. In the interior of the cella is preserved the base of the 
worship statue. Unfortunately no evidence was saved up to nowdays, an 
inscription or a statue, that would allow the identification with the deity that 
was worshipped here. 
 
THE TEMPLE (K)  
 
A big temple, with external dimensions 32.65 m. X 18.45 m., with porous 
foundation, orientation E-W and entrance in the eastern it is extended beyond 
the limits of this plot. It has been supposed that it was constituted from 
pronaos and cella with internal colonnade and double row of column in the 
facade. The preserved building that is dated in the 4th century BC should 
succeed an earlier temple of the 5th century BC. In the 3rd century BC it 
suffered important modifications, while a series of matrices and other relics of 
mint that are dated in the 2nd century BC were deposited as public property in 
the eminent sanctuary of the city. During 1st century AD., it accepted 
modifications, while it ceased functioning in the later antiquity. The traveller 
Pausanias reports that in this place, which is in the eastern limit of Argos 
Agora was found the sanctuary of Athena Salpinx, the temple of Antheia Hera 
and the sanctuary of Demetra Pelasgis. In one of these deities it will be 
supposed was dedicated this temple. 
 
 



 
THE SOUTHERN GALLERY AND THE PALAESTRA 
 
In the east of Column Room was founded in 450-425 BC a big oblong building 
(P), which it was framed by three galleries, in the northern, the eastern and 
western side. This building had a facade in form P and surrounded an internal 
columned courtyard (59 X 11 m.). The gallery of the northern side (83 X 5.60 
m.) was constituted by 40 Dorian columns. The gallery of the eastern side had 
11 columns, while that of the western has not been excavated yet. In the 1st 
century AD., into the building was installed the Palaestra of one of the three 
Gymnasia of Argos, as it is testified by an inscription of August era. During the 
3rd century AD. the gallery of the north facade (PR) is extended up to Column 
Room and accommodates shops. In the western wing of building are installed 
baths with hypocausts (praefurnia) and swimming-pools (PT). The public 
character of this area but also of the entire Agora is suppressed during 4th 
century AD., when are built private residences and workshops. 
 
 
DROMOS 
 
In the Eastern of Column Room is extended in front of the Southern Gallery a 
dromos (S) with direction from western to eastern. Its course has length 300 
ancient feet (88.99 m.), width of 18m. and it was founded at the 4th century 
BC simultaneously with the draining work of the wider region with the 
construction of a drain pipe (E). In its western limit they were located stone 
boulders of the system of “afesis” - starting line -of the dromos which is 
estimated it had 16 corridors. At the 1st century AD. dromos was reorganized 
probably in combination with the installation and operation of the Palaestra in 
the area behind the Southern Gallery. The use of dromos for the training of 
athletes should be suppressed in the end of the 2nd century AD., when in its 
western limit was founded a square building (C) that was used as Fountain. 
Palaestra and Dromos were probably belonging in one of the three Gymnasia 
of Argos, where the young men, without social discriminations, exercised their 
spirit and body and were tried in the virtue. 
 
 
THE SQUARE NYMPHAEUM  
 
Above the route of Dromos (S) it was founded in the 150-200 AD. a square 
building (C) with length of side 6.35 m. built by bricks. Its corners shape pillars 
and in its each side exist an opening of 2.35 m. width. The monument brought 
revetment from marble externally and it was framed by a marble tank. Despite 
its resemblance with grave it was used as Nymphaeum. An inscription that 
was engraved on its marble revetment testifies that this monumental fountain 
was dedicated by the family of Julius Tiberius ensuring with this way the 
perpetuation of its memory. Its foundation implies the suppression of Dromos 
operation. When the Argos Agora lost its public character in the late antiquity 
the fountain was converted in residence. 
 
 



 
HEROON 
 
At the 4th century AD. around of a hearth (F), in the southwestern side of the 
orchestra (O), were placed in second use eight landmarks from limestone. 
One of them brings an inscription which referred to Heroes that campaigned 
against Thebes under the leadership of Adrastos, king of Argos. It is likely that 
the landmarks in their initial use, at the 6th century BC, would shape an 
enclosure that would delimit the Heroon of Thebes casualty (H). The 
monumental hearth of later antiquity is identified with the “Foroneus Fire” that 
burned near the temple of Apollo Lykeios. The traveller Pausanias, who 
visited Argos at the 2nd century AD., refers this fire that Argives kept not 
extinguished in the memory of the legendary founder of the city. According to 
tradition Foroneus was the first man on the Earth. For the benefit of his 
descendants he brought down the fire from the sky and taught its use to the 
men. 
 
 
THE SANCTUARY OF APHRODITE 
 
The worship of Aphrodite in this area is testified already in the 7th century BC. 
During 6th century BC is founded on a terrace a small temple with a closed 
enclosure. Above its foundations is built in 430-420 BC a new temple with 
pronaos and cella, (13.40 X 6.20 m.), orientation E-W, and facade in eastern. 
In the SE of the temple seven porous bases belong in a gallery that was 
founded in the 6th century BC, in order to be created space for the 
construction of a porous altar in the east of the temple and of the initial 
terrace. A terrace with rough stones supported the gallery in south-easterly. In 
the Hellenistic period an enclosure replaced the terrace that had collapsed in 
the end of the 4th century BC. Clay figurines that depict feminine deities but 
also a series of lead figurines of archaic period constitute precious offerings of 
the worshippers. Sanctuary continued functioning until the beginning of 
Christian times (5th century AD.) when it was destroyed and plundered. 
 
THE MONUMENT M  
 
In the north of the Dromos in Agora is found a square monumental pedestal 
(6.20 X 6.20 m.) that is dated in the Roman imperial times (2nd century AD.). 
Marmor fragments that were found in the wider area and they are derived 
from its upper structure testify the monument’s luxury. Monument should was 
used as a grave or cenotaph. The privilege to be buried somebody in a public 
space referred to distinguished members of the society who had honoured the 
city with benefactions or heroic acts during their life. The traveller Pausanias, 
who visited Argos during the 2nd century AD., mentions many such burial 
monuments or cenotaphs that adorned the ancient Agora. Unfortunately was 
not saved up to nowadays an inscription or another testimony that would 
reveal the identity of the eminent Argive, in honour of who this monument had 
been constructed. 
 
 



THE COLUMN HALL  
 
A square building (SH), with side length about 32 m., it is the most ancient 
monument of Argos Agora that it has been excavated up to today. Built by 
porous stones in the foundation and grey limestone in the upper part, it had 
facade in eastern and a small door in southern side. The entrance was 
decorated by fifteen (15) Dorian columns, while in the interior sixteen (16) 
Ionian columns supported the roof that had rather the form of a pyramid. This 
building was founded in 475-450 BC and it is related with the establishment of 
democracy in Argos. It is considered that it was used as Bouleuterion, that it is 
entertained the meetings of the city. During 3rd century AD., a part of it was 
occupied by the adjacent Thermae, while its final destruction is dated in the 
4th century AD. In the walls that covered the crumbling Column Hall were 
incorporated architectural members from the altar and perhaps the temple of 
Apollo Lykeios. 
 


